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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the global dynamics for the system of parabolic 
equations 
P , = WY, - wxx + 4q) - p 
(1.1) 
41 = Pxx, 
where x E [0, 11, and with the boundary conditions 
P,(O, t) = 0, P(L t)=O 
4x(0, t) = 0, q,(L t)=O. 
(1.2) 
Furthermore, it is assumed that the function o: R + R takes the form 
indicated in Fig. 1 and satisfies the following growth conditions: 
lim a(q) z c, q”, 
4-a 
a> 1, 
lim a(q) z -c,qb, 63 1. 
o--t -0c 
(1.3) 
for some positive constants c, and c2. 
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FIGURE 1 
Before stating the results, let us digress and consider the motivation for 
equations ( 1.1) and (1.2). Via a change of variables used by [2, 223, 
namely, 
p=jxu,du, q=u,, (1.4) 
1 
(1.1) is equivalent to 
ut, = 4uxL + V%xt - VX.Y.X.X 
with boundary conditions 
(1.5) 
u(0, t) = 0, d&(1, t)) + %,(L t) - WrAL f) = p (1.6a) 
u,,(O, t) = 0, u,,(L t) = 0. (1.6b) 
Equation (1.5) is meant to model a bar, where u denotes displacement, 
and v and q are positive constants representing viscosity and capillarity 
terms. The boundary conditions (1.6a) correspond to a soft loading device 
in which the total stress on the right end is fixed at P. Equation (1.6b) gives 
the natural boundary conditions for the variational problem associated 
with the static problem of (1.4). The physical viability of (1.6b) is open to 
question. However, it has the nice property that U, equal to a constant 
such that cr(u,) = P (the uniform deformation) is a steady state solution, 
and hence, one has a simple means of studying the effect of the capillarity 
term. 
The basis for studying (1.4) is the elastic problem, 
U,f = du.r),. (1.7) 
Since o is a nonmonotone function, (1.7) becomes an equation of mixed 
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type and therefore the initial value problem is ill-posed for a range of 
strain. One approach toward overcoming this difficulty is the introduction 
of a regularizing term, such as viscosity (see [6, 1, 2, 221) which leads to 
the equation 
uz, = 4%)x + “U.X.xI. (1.8) 
In particular, Pego [22] has shown that some discontinuous solutions are 
dynamically stable for Eq. (1.8) with boundary conditions (1.6a). One can 
also go one step further and consider both viscosity and capillarity terms 
(see [29, 1 1 ] ), in which case one obtains (1.4). 
The static problems related to (1.4) (1.7), and (1.8) have also been 
studied. Ericksen [8] considered the variational problem related to (1.7) 
and (1.8) with a soft loading device and obtained the following results. Let 
c,,,, be the value of CJ for which the areas A and B in Fig. 1 are equal. If 
a,<P<a* and P#a,, then there are two constant solutions CI and B 
such that, depending on P and the topology used, one is a global mini- 
mizer and the other is a local minimizer. Furthermore, if P = a,,,, then both 
are neutrally stable and the solution with both states is a minimizer. Carr, 
Gurtin, and Slemrod [4], on the other hand, considered the variational 
problem related to (1.4) with the soft loading device. They showed that if 
a* <P< a*, then there are two stable constant solutions, one unstable 
constant solution, and all nonconstant solutions are unstable. 
The static problems with and without the capillarity term are different. 
In addition, static stability does not necessarily imply dynamic stability. It 
is with all this in mind that we have chosen to study the effects of the 
capillarity term on the dynamic problem. 
Obviously, before one can study the dynamic effects, one needs to have 
a well-defined dynamic problem. This is the content of our first theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let a(q) a C3-function and let (pO, qO)EH1(O, 1) and 
satisfy (1.2). Then there exists a unique global solution to (1.1) and (1.2) 
in HZ. 
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
With regard to the dynamics, we are able to prove the following three 
theorems. 
THEOREM B. If a E C3, a’(6) < 0, a”‘(6) > 0, and (a(u + 6) - P)/u < a’(6) 
for a-6<u<j-6 except at u=O (the condition in [31]), then as a 
function of q > 0, the complete bifurcation diagram for (1.1) and (1.2) is 
given in Fig. 2. Furthermore 
(i) The constant solutions (0, a) and (0, /?) are stable stationary 
solutions for all rj > 0. 
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(ii) The constant solution (0,6) undergoes pitchfork bifurcations at 
q= -a’(6)/(nz)2, n E Z+. 
(iii) For -a’(6)/(n71)2 < n < -a’(d)/((n- 1)7c)2, (0, 6) is a non- 
degenerate stationary solution and has an n-dimensional unstable manifold. 
(iv) If M(n f ) denote the nonconstant stationary solutions which arise 
from the bifurcation point n = - a’(6)/(n71)2, then M(n f ) are nondegenerate 
and have n-dimensional unstable manifolds. 
THEOREM C. There exists a global compact attractor, A, for (1.1) and 
(1.2). 
From Theorem B, if -o’(o)/(nx)* < r < -a’(6)/((n - l)~)~, then the 
collection of stationary solutions is { M(k+ ) 1 k = 1, . . . . n - 1 } u { (0, a), 
(0, 81, (0, WI. T o simplify the notation let M(O+) = (0, c1), M(OV) = (0, /I) 
and M(n) = (0,6). 
THEOREM D. Given a collection {j*“, j+ l*‘, j+2*2, . . ..j+r*‘I *i= + 
or *i= -} and E>O, there exists a solution (p(t), q(t)) of (1.1) and (1.2) 
and a sequence t, > t, > ... > t,- , such that 
lim (p(f), q(t)) = M(j+ r*l) 
r--r -00 
and 
Let 
lim (p(t), q(t)) = Wj*“) 
,-a, 
C(Wj*L M(k*)) := {(P, q)l ,\t (p(t), q(t)) = M(k*), 
lim ,+ -cc (p(t), q(t)) = M(j*)). 
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Since, E > 0 is arbitrary in Theorem D, an immediate corollary is the 
following: 
COROLLARY D’. cl(C(M(j+r*),M(j*)))ncl(C(M(j+i*),M(j+,~*)))#@, 
for 066<i<r. 
The proofs of Theorems B through D can be found in Section 5. 
Theorem B gives a complete description of the local dynamics, i.e., it states 
what all the stationary solutions are and describes their stability or 
instability. Theorem C implies that all the asymptotic dynamics occur 
on a compact set. Since (1.1) and ( 1.2) define a variational problem 
(Lemma 2.6), the only bounded solutions are critical points and connecting 
orbits between critical points. Theorem D presents a picture of the global 
dynamics in as it describes the sets of connecting orbits. The proof of this 
last theorem is heavily dependent on ideas and techniques of C. Conley, in 
particular, his index and connection matrix. However, in order to obtain 
the latter part of Theorem D we needed to derive the following new 
abstract result. 
THEOREM E. Let S be an isolated invariant set with an isolating 
neighborhood N, Morse decomposition M(S) = {M(n) 1 TC E (P, > ) }, and 
connection matrix A. Let (0, . . . . K} c P such that K > K- 1 > . . . > 2 > 1 
and {k, k - 1 } are adjacent for k = 1, . . . . K. If 
then C(M( K), M(O); N) # /25. Furthermore, given E > 0, and x E C(M( K), 
M(0); N) there exists a sequence t, > t, > . . . > tKpI such that d(x(t,), 
M(k)) <E. 
The proof of this theorem is delayed until Section 6. 
At this point one is tempted to conjecture that if q # -a’(6)/(nz)2, 
nEZ+, then (1.1) and (1.2) is a Morse-Smale system. The evidence for this 
is as follows. First, Theorem B states that for these parameter values all the 
stationary solutions are hyperbolic. Since the system is variational, there 
are no periodic orbits to consider. A theorem of Reineck [23, 241 states 
that if one has a Morse-Smale system with no periodic orbits, then the 
connection matrix is unique. By Lemmas 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10, the connection 
matrix is unique over the intervals -0’(6)/(ltrr)~ d q < -a’(d)/((n - 1)~)‘. 
Of course the converse of Reineck’s theorem is not true, and simple counter 
examples can be constructed. (A possible approach for obtaining a 
“converse” is discussed in [ 171.) However, the proof of Theorem E, and 
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hence Theorem D, involves the following type of argument. Given a 
connecting orbit from M(j+ 2) to M(j+ 1) and a connecting orbit from 
M(j+ 1) to M(j), there exists an orbit from M(j+ 2) to M(j) obtained by 
shadowing the original two orbits. This is exactly the type of phenomena 
one would normally ascribe to transversality. 
This conjecture is interesting, since Henry [13] has shown that the 
scalar reaction diffusion equation 
Uf = u.rx +f(u) XE P, 11 (1.9) 
with Neumann boundary conditions is a Morse&male system. Crucial to 
his analysis is the fact that there is a lap number; i.e., the number of “zeros” 
of a solution is a nonincreasing function of time. This in turn depends on 
the maximum principle. 
A stationary solution of (1.1) satisfies 
(1.10) 
and the boundary conditions (1.2); hence p = 0. Thus, in fact, q satisfies 
0 = - r14x.x + a(q) - p (1.11) 
with Neumann boundary conditions. Compare the stationary solutions of 
(1.9) and solutions of (1.11). Theorem B indicates that the indices of the 
corresponding solutions are, also, identical. However, the similarities stop 
at this point. Equation (1.1) is a system of equations, and hence, the maxi- 
mum principle is not applicable. This, in turn, makes it difficult to define 
or prove the existence of an appropriate lap numer. A reasonable conjec- 
ture is that on the global attractor, A, there exists a lap number for the 
function q(x, .). 
We conclude this discussion with the remark that in light of the fact that 
we do not know how to prove that the stable and unstable manifolds of the 
stationary solutions to (1.1) and (1.2) intersect transversely, Theorem D is 
a testimony to the power of Conley’s connection matrix. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we return to a discus- 
sion of the work of Ericksen [S] and Carr, Gurtin, and Slemrod [4], 
which motivated our study. In Section 3 it becomes clear why we choose to 
work with (1.1) rather than (1.4). The advantage of a parabolic system is 
that we have linear homogeneous boundary conditions, and hence, semi- 
group techniques become available to us. In particular, it is shown that the 
linear part is the infinitesimal generator of a compact analytic semigroup 
on a Banach space and, from this, the proof of Theorem A follows. Since 
we use, in part, the Conley index techniques to study the local and global 
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dynamics, a brief review of this theory is presented in Section 4. Section 5 
contains the proofs of Theorems B, C, and D. Finally in Section 6, 
Theorem E is proven, along with a result concerning the Tech homology of 
global compact attractors in Banach spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section begins with a discussion of the results of Ericksen [S] and 
Carr, Gurtin, and Slemrod [4] on the static problem associated with (1.1) 
and (1.4), and finishes with some simple observations and results which 
shall be used in later sections. 
Multiplying (1.4) by U, and integrating with respect to x and t, one 
obtains 
vu;, dx dt 
; u;(x, 0) + W(u,(x, 0)) - Pux(x, 0) +; z&(x, 0) dx, (2.1) 
where W(u,) is the integral of a(~,). The first term on the left-hand side of 
(2.1) motivates the following static problems: 
Problem So. Minimize 
E(D)=J’~ {W(v)-Pv} dx 
0 
(2.2) 
over the set of L’ functions u on (0, 1). 
Problem S, . Minimize 
E(u)=j; {W(s)-Pu+;(v.)2}dx (2.3) 
over the class of absolutely continuous functions u on [0, 11. In this case 
v = u, and the boundary conditions become 
u’(0) = u’( 1) = 0. (2.4) 
Note that the Euler Lagrange equation for this problem is given by 
MU” - a(u) + P = 0. (2.5) 
Problem So is the case when there is no capillarity effect and Ericksen 
[S] has shown the following: 
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THEOREM 2.1. If a.+ < P< oM, then v = c1 is the global minimizer, and if 
(TM< PC@, then v = b is the global minimizer. Finally, tf P = aM, then the 
following solution is a minimizer; given a measurable set S c [0, 11, let v = a 
on S and v=b’ on [0, l]\S. 
Remark 2.2. If a* < P < aM, then v = fi is a local minimizer relative to 
L”(0, l), as is v = a if aM < P < a*. However, they are not local minimizers 
relative to L’[O, 11. 
For Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) if a* < P < a *, then there are three constant 
solutions satisfying a(v) = P, which are denoted by a, /?, and 6 (see Fig. 1). 
With regards to the existence of nonconstant solutions one has the 
following results. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Carr, Gurtin and Slemrod [4]). If a* < P < a*, then 
there is a positive constant C= C(P) such that: 
(a) for n > IjC, Problem S, has only constant solutions, 
(b) for VI/C, Problem S, has nonconstant solutions of degree n for 
each n = 1, 2, . . . . N, where N is the largest integer less than I/C,. 
The stability of the above solutions is an interesting question. Let the 
energy E(v) be conidered as a functional with domain H’(0, 1) and let 
y E H’(0, 1) be a solution of Problem S,. Define y to be globally stable if 
E(y) <E(w) for all WE H’(0, 1) and locally stable if there is a neigh- 
borhood D c H’(0, 1) of y such that E(y) < E(o) for all w E 52. Finally, call 
y unstable if given any norm on the space C’[O, 1 ] and any neighborhood 
D c C2[0, 11, there exists o E Q such that E(y) > E(w). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Carr, Gurtin, and Slemrod [4]). All nonconstant 
solutions to Problem S, are unstable. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Carr, Gurtin, and Slemrod [4]). The constant solu- 
tion a is globally stable for a* < P < a,,,, and locally stable for aM < P < a*. 
B is globally stable for aM < P < a* and locally stable for a.+ < P < aM. 
Finally, 6 is unstable for a* G P 6 a*. 
We remind the reader that these results are for the static problems, 
therefore we now turn our attention to the dynamic equation (1.1). As was 
mentioned earlier, we chose the parabolic form for (1.4) because it allows 
us to use semigroup techniques. With this in mind, we define the operator 
A by 
(2.6) 
505/94/2-IO 
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Note that this is the linear part of (1.1). In Section 3 we find it convenient 
to work with the diagonalized form of (2.6), so let 
(2.7) 
where A, and 1, are the eigenvalues of (; iv), i.e., 
A =v+J=i and 
1 
2 
II =v-J=G 
2 2 . (2.8) 
In what follows, we assume that A, #A,. Now from (2.6) we obtain 
(2.9) 
The boundary conditions (1.3) transform to 
rA-4 t) = 0, s,(O, t) = 0, 
(2.10) 
A,r(l, t)+A,s(l, t)=O, r,( 1, t) + s,( 1, t) = 0. 
Unfortunately these boundary conditions are not standard, which, as we 
see in Section 3, makes the computation of eigenvalues difficult. 
Consider now Eq. (2.1). Using the substitutions (1.5), we obtain 
’ = 
j{ 
A p;(x, 0) + W(q(x, 0)) - Pq(x, 0) +; q;(x, 0) 
0 2 
dx. (2.11) 
We define 
E(P, 4) = E(PT 4)(s) 
= 
j{ 
: x, s)) - Pq(x, s) +; q;(x, s) dx. (2.12) 
Note that this gives a control on the IV’,* norm of p and q. This can be 
seen in the following way. For p, use ~(0, t) = 0 and the Poincare inequality 
to obtain 
s ; Ipl*dxdC j; Ipxl*dx. (2.13) 
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For q, use the growth condition (1.2) and take the constant of integration 
for W(q) to be large, to observe that 
These inequalities are used in Section 3 to construct global solutions to 
(1.1) and (1.2). 
We finish this section with a simple observation that indicates that 
E(p, q) acts as a Lyapunov function for ( 1.1). 
LEMMA 2.6. dE/dt < 0 and (dE/dt)(p, q) is constantly zero if and only if 
(p, q) is a stationary solution. 
Proof: It is straightforward to check that 
$ (P, q) = - f VP;, dx 6 0. 
Clearly dE/dt = 0 only if pxx = 0. By the boundary conditions, this implies 
that p = 0. Furthermore, q1 =px* = 0, and hence, (dE/dt)(p, q) is constantly 
zero if and only if (p, q) = (0, q) is a stationary solution. B 
3. EXISTENCE OF A GLOBAL SOLUTION 
The goal of this section is the proof of Theorem A. This is done by 
showing that the operator A with boundary conditions (1.2) is the 
infinitesimal generator of a compact analytic semigroup on the Banach 
space 
with norm 
z= {(P, 4)EL2(0, 1)) (3.1) 
ll(p, q)ll = J; b2(4 + q2W dx. 
The domain of A is 
D(A) = {(p, q) E H2(0, 1) I (1.2) is satisfied}. (3.2) 
In what follows, II.11 i denotes the H’ norm on (0, 1). If no subscript is 
present, it denotes the L2 norm..In the following lemmas we show that: 
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(3a) there exists 5 E (0, 7c/2) such that 
p(A)xC= 
{ 
Al/argdl<z+4. , 
I 
(3b) there exists M>O such that the resolvent of A, R(1 : A), 
satisfies 
A4 
IIwn : A)ll GE 
for A E C and 111 sufficiently large, 
(3c) R(A : A) is compact for AEZ. 
The estimates for the eigenvalues are performed in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. In 
Lemma 3.1 it is shown that the eigenvalues are located in the left half plane 
of the complex I plane, and then in Lemma 3.2 it is proven that there is 
a sector in which the eigenvalues are located. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Eigenvalue Estimates). Except for 0, the eigenvalues of A 
with the boundary conditions (1.2) are located in the left half plane. 
Proof. The eigenvalue problem corresponding to (1.1) and (1.2) is 
wxx -v/Iq= -Lp, (3.3a) 
PXX = Aq (3.3b) 
with the boundary conditions (1.2). These boundary conditions make the 
job of finding the eigenvalues nontrivial. 
We estimate the location of the eigenvalues on the complex plane as 
follows. First, multiplying (3.3a) by S and (3.3b) by p and integrating them 
leads to 
1(4x7 4x) + VA<% 4) = A(P, 4)> (3.4a) 
<P,, P,) = -n<LJ q), (3.4b) 
where (p, q) = s; pq dx. Taking the complex conjugate of the (3.4b) and 
eliminating the (p, (5) term, one obtains 
d<qx, qx> + V~~(% 4) + ~(P,, P,) =O. (3.5) 
Let A = a + bi. Separating (3.5) into its real and imaginary parts gives 
vla(q,,q,)+v(a2+b2)(q,q)+a(p,,p,)=0 (3.6a) 
b{u<qx, 4x)- (P,, Px>> =O. (3.6b) 
From (3.6) it is clear that a d 0, and a = 0 implies b = 0. m 
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We now show that there is a r > 0 such that the eigenvalues are located 
in the sector 
To do so we use the diagonalized system (2.8) to determine the eigenfunc- 
tions and resolvent for a given il in the resolvent set. From (2.8) and (2.9) 
we solve 
with (2.10). Here, g, and g, are L2 functions on (0, 1). Then after tedious 
computation one obtains 
a2 + T cash ~2 
I 
-‘;g,coshp,(x-l)coshplSdS 
“1 0 J;i 
+ s 
rg,coshp,(s-l)coshp,xds 
1 
+hsinhp2{i 
I 
x g, sinh pI(x- 1) cash p,s ds 
0 A 
+.I 
1 g, sinh p,(s - 1) cash prx ds 
i 4 
s= -;{coshp,xj; glcTPIS)dJ 
+ I 1 g, sinh n2(s - 1) cash pLzx ds r Jsi 
1, +;rcosh/q 
x g, cash pL2(x - 1) cash p2s ds 
2 J;i 
(3.7) 
+I ’ g, cash p2(s - 1) cash p2x ds i & 
352 
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D=jt; - cash pi sinh p2 - 
From the derivation it is obvious that the spectrum of the operator A is the 
value s of A at which D = 0. At any other value of 2 the resolvent 
(A - II))’ is one-to-one. We now show that the eigenvalues are located in 
the sector of the complex plane of 2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Set I= a + bi in D. Then, the solutions to D = 0 (eigenvalues 
of A) satisfy the bound 
i$l c/z. 
(The authors thank M. E. H. Ismail for providing this proof [ 141.) 
Proof We introduce the series expansion for coth, namely, 
coth(z) = f + 2 
2z 
n=, z2+n27c2’ (3.8) 
Substituting (3.8) into D = 0, one obtains 
Equating the imaginary parts in the above equation gives 
f 
n2n2 2: II+n27c2L11*- 2: II+n2n212~2=0 
n=l ](A + n27c2L,)(l. + n27c2A2)12 ’ 
Therefore, the quantity in the numerator must change sign with n. Letting 
;1= a + bi, and simplifying, we can rewrite the numerator as 
(~1-112)[(il:+;1,~2+~~)b2--,12a2+ ((2, +J.,)a+n2n2A,L2}*]. 
In order for this quantity to change sign with n, 
(~~+3,,1,+~~)b2-~,12a2<0 
must hold. From this we obtain the result. [ 
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Note that combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 gives (3a). 
LEMMA 3.3 (Estimate for the Resolvent). The L2 norm of the resolvent 
satisjies (3b). 
(The authors thank M. Renardy for providing this proof.) 
ProoJ: We estimate the L2 norms of p and q from 
“PX, - VL - @ = f (3.9a) 
P xx -a.q=g (3.9b) 
and show that they are controlled by the L2 norms off and g if 111 is 
sufftciently large and Re 2 2 0. Then, using the resolvent expansion, we 
show that there is a sector in Re ,? < 0 where (3b) holds. The estimate is 
done in the following way. Rewriting (3.9) in the form 
p,,=iq+g 
19xX = “(G + g) - AP -.A 
(3.10a) 
(3.10b) 
and then multiplying (3.10a) and (3,lOb) by p and 4, respectively, we 
obtain 
j’ (IP.Y12+‘1 lq112)dx=A j; (Pq-mdx-vJ” j; lq12dx 
- s : (sii+“N-fii)dx. (3.11) 
Letting 2 = 111 eiB, multiplying (3.11) by eMi’, and taking the real part gives 
v (A( j’ (q12 dx+cos 0 
s ’ (IP.x12 + 4 lq.A2) dx 0 0 
s 
1 
= Re epiB(gp+vgij-fi)dx. 
0 
As cos 6 B 0, we obtain 
111 14112 d C{(llf II + llgll) lhll + Ilgll IIPII >. 
This implies that 
121 llqll d C{ Ilf II + K llsll/E + 8 111 llpll >, (3.12) 
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where E is chosen later so as to satisfy the inequality (3.15). Using (3.10a) 
we have 
IIPXXII G C{ IV-II + K IItN& + E IAl III-II 1. (3.13) 
Now multiplying (3.10b) by qxx and integrating by parts, we see that 
r J; lq.xx12 dx= j: v(P,, +f) 4xx dx + A. j; p,q.x dx, 
from which we obtain 
l14xxl12~ Wlfll + IIPXXII) 114xxll + 14 IIPXII ll~,ll> 
d cw-ll + IIPXXII) Ils.xxll +JllPxxll II~PII 114xxll IIQll 1 
e q(llfll + IIPXXII) ll~,,ll 
+ JIIPXXII ll4xxll IIMI (llP,,II + ll~,,ll + llfll,>. 
There are two cases to consider. One case is when 
(Ilfll + IIPXXII) ll4xxll B JIIPXXII ll~xxll IIMI (IIPXXII + ll~xxll + llfll) 
and the other when 
(llfll + IIPXXII ) ll~xxll GJllPxxll ll~,,ll IwIll (IIPXXII + ll~,,ll + llfll)~ 
In the first case ~~q,,~~ is estimated by 
ll~,,ll G C(llfll + IIPXXII 1. (3.14) 
Using the estimate for IIpJl we find from (3.10b), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) 
that 
111 IIPII G C{ llfll + K IISll/& + & I4 IIPII 1. 
Since C and K do not depend on 1, we can choose E sufficiently small such 
that 
121 IIPII d C{ llfll + K Ilgll/E). (3.15) 
For the second case we have 
IIPXXII ll9.x,ll < IIWI 1 IIPXXII + Ils,,ll + llfll 1. 
Using the inequality for llqxxl12 we see that 
Ilqxxl12 G c IMI 1 IIPXXII + ll~xxll + llfll 1. 
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From this we obtain 
(3.16) 
and hence, from (3.10b), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.16) 
IAl IIPII G C{ llfll + K IIM + E VI IM >. 
So, choosing E small enough, one obtains (3.15). Therefore, in either case 
111 llpll and IAl ~~q~~ are controlled by the norm off and g for sufficiently 
large I with Re II > 0. Thus we can use the resolvent expansion to show 
that the estimate is extended into Re ,I < 0 and that there is a sector C in 
which (3b) is satisfied. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. The operator eA’ is a compact operator. 
ProoJ: Since e A’ is an analytic semigroup, it is continuous in the 
uniform operator topology. So it is enough to show that the resolvent is 
compact for A ep(A). This is easily done by differentiating the Green’s 
functions (3.7). 1 
We now know that A is the infinitesimal generator of a compact analytic 
semigroup in Z. Since g is a nonlinear function of q and nonlinear func- 
tions of L2 functions may not be in L2, using a contraction mapping argu- 
ment, we show that if the initial data are in H,, there is a local solution 
in H’. Then, using the a priori estimate, we show that the local solution 
constructed above is actually a global solution. 
Note that 
max q(x)cJ’ (q2+q2)dx. 
O<X<l 0 
For a positive Q, define 
5 = max u(q), 
ll41 G Q 
L = ,,T,axQ a’(q). s 
Since aeC3, for ~~ql~~l<Q and ~~q2~~1<Q, we have 
Ib(q1)-4q*)ll d-w, -42119 
Il(4q,)-4q,))211 G 2L2Qllq, -qzll. 
Therefore, if q, and q2 are in H’(0, 1 ), the nonlinear term rr is Lipschitz 
continuous in L’(0, 1). 
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We construct a local solution in H’. For 0 < T< +cc we let X(Q, T) 
denote the set of functions such that 
(P, 4)(x, t) E C(CO, Tl ; WO, 1 )L 
(P, 4)(-T 0) = (Pot 40)(x), 
(p, q)(x, t) satisfies the boundary conditions (1.2), 
and (3.17) 
sup II (P, 4)/l 1 d Q. 
0<r<t 
Consider the map F: X(Q, T) + X(Q, 7;) which carries (p, S) E X(Q, T) into 
the solution (p, q) of the linear initial boundary value problem 
Pr = VP,, - v&x + o(g) - p> (3.18a) 
qr= PXX, (3.18b) 
(P9 4)(x, 0) = (PO, 40)(x). (3.19) 
Our goal is to show that F has a unique fixed point in X(Q, T). Specifically, 
we show 
THEOREM 3.5. The map F is a contraction map in H’(0, 1). Therefore, 
there exists a unique solution in X of (1.1) and (1.2) defined on a maximal 
time interval [0, To), To < 00, with 
(P, q)(x, f) E C(CO, To); ff’@ 1)). 
Furthermore, if To < 00, then 
II(P, q)ll 1 -+ ~0 as t + TO. 
Proof: The proof consists of the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.6. Zf Q is sufficiently large and T is sufficiently small, F maps 
X to itself: 
Proof. Since A is an infinitesimal generator of a compact analytic semi- 
group in Z and 4 E H’(0, 1 ), we have 
We estimate the L2 norms of (p, q) and see that 
(3.20) 
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From (3.21), for 0 < t < T we see that 
(3.22) 
Next, we estimate the L2 norms of (p,, qx). Multiply (3.18b) by pxx and 
integrate the resulting equation in x and t. This implies that 
1 1 
20 s 
* I 
{P’,+Yd)b~ t)dx+ i‘i v;,(x, s) dx ds 0 0 
1 1 
=- 2Jo {P:+w:JW)~~-~~~-~ (o(q)-P)~.,(x,s)dxds. (3.23) 
Therefore. we have 
+; :p:fq:l(x,o)dx+2(a+lPl)‘~. (3.24) 
Combining (3.22) and (3.24), we obtain 
So, ~f~~lrl+~~~ll~~~~~l/~~~~~Q2 and Tis small, woGrGTII(P,q)IIIGQ 
is satisfied. 
Now, we show that H’ norms of (p, q) are continuous in t. Since we 
have an analytic semigroup in L 2, L2 norms of (p, q) are continuous in 
t E [0, T]. Therefore, we should show that L2 norms of (p,, q+-) are con- 
tinuous in t E [0, T]. For this purpose, we assume that H’ norms of (p, 4) 
are continuous to show that L2 norms of (p,, q\-) are Holder continuous 
in t E [b, T] for every 6 > 0, and then we show that they are continuous at 
t = 0. 
As (~5, S) is in X, we see that 
(a(q) - P) E L”((O, n; Z) with 1 <s<co. 
Using Theorem 4.3.1 in [21], we see that the L2 norms of (p, q) are Holder 
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continuous with exponent (s - 1)/s on [S, T] for every 6 > 0. Now we show 
that the L2 norms of (p,, qx) are Holder continuous. Define 
B= (a,, a;x). 
Then for every y B y0 > 0, we have 
II~P~~4~~112d~YII~P~9~l12+5Y~‘ll~Psx~~,,~l12 
~C{YllkJ, 4~l12+Y-111~~P.~,-r14~,~ PxJl’3. 
Therefore 
We see that D(B) 3 D(A1j2). Multiply (3.20) by A1/2. Then 
(3.25) 
Going through the same argument as Theorem 6.3.1 of [21], we see from 
(3.25) that 
where 0 </I < $. Therefore, the H’ norm of the solution is Holder con- 
tinuous in t E [S, T] for every 6 > 0. For the second part, from (3.23) we 
see 
1 1 
=jjo {P:+~q~}(x,D)dr+jij~~(~(4)-P)2(x,s)dxL. (3.26) 
The right-hand side of (3.26) is absolutely continuous in t. So the second 
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term on the left-hand side is integrable, which implies that this term is also 
absolutely continuous in t. Therefore, 
This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.1. For Q sufficiently large and T sufficiently small, the map F 
is a contraction. 
ProoJ: Let (p, G)=F($,<) and (p,q)=F(p,@) and set 
(p, q) - (p, 4) and (Y, S) = (p, S) - (j, 4). Then we have 
r,= vr xx - ~S,,x + da - o(i) 
s, = r x.‘i 3 
(r, s)b, 0) = (0, 0). 
As before, we have 
ji {rs + s:}(x, t) dx + ji 1: v&(x, s) dx ds 
2 r1 
‘<(v?) 0 SI 
(a(q)--(a)t2(x,s)dxdsd4L2Qll(T,S)J11 T/(w). 
0 
(r, 3) = 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
Therefore, combining (3.29) and (3.30), we see that 
ll~~,~~I11~~~~~+4~*Q/~~rl~~ll~~~~~II,~ 
So F is a contraction map for small T. 1 
For the regularity of the solution obtained in Theorem 3.5, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.8. The solution obtained in Theorem 3.5 is a classical 
solution. 
ProoJ The local solution satisfies 
(3.31) 
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and (P, qh t) E C(CO, Tl ; ff’(0, 1 )I. As 
(o(q) - P) E L”((0, T); Z) with 1 <s< cc, 
the L2 norms of (p, q) are Holder continuous in t E [c, T] for every 6 > 0 
and CT is locally Lipschitz continuous if q is in Hi, we conclude from [22] 
that for every r~ > 0, 
EC’([& T];Z), E cot C& Tl ; a, 
where 0 < 0 < 1 and therefore, the solution is classical. 1 
Finally, we show that the local solution obtained in Theorem 3.5 is a 
global solution, hence proving Theorem A. 
Proof of Theorem A. It is enough to show that H’ norms of (p, q) are 
bounded. This is obvious from the identity (2.11) discussed in Section 2, 
m 4)(t) +j’ J’ VP2r,c% s) & ds = m, q)(O), 0 0 
where 
and the subsequent argument. Therefore, we have the existence of a unique 
global solution belonging to the domain of A. 
4. CONLEY THEORY 
Theorem C allows us to restrict our study of (1.1) to the dynamics on the 
global compact attractor, A, where we can use Conley’s original version 
which is applicable to locally compact spaces [S, 27, 303. In what follows 
we briefly introduce the terminology and notation surrounding the Conley 
index and connection matrix. 
If Y c X, then int( Y) and cl(Y) indicate the interior and closure of Y, 
respectively. @: Xx R + X denotes a continuous flow, which is also written 
as @(x,t)=x.t. If YcX and TcR, then Y.T={x.t(xEY and teT). 
Let o(Y) = n,,, cl(Y.[t, co)) and W*(Y)=nI,Ocl(Y.(-a, -t]). S is 
an invariant set S. R = S. If there exists a compact set N such that S is the 
maximal invariant set in int(N), then S is an isolated invariant set and N 
is an isolating neighborhood. For the remainder of this paper S is always 
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denoted an isolated invariant set. Given two isolated invariant sets, S, and 
S,, the set of connections from S, to S2 is defined to be C(S,, S,) = 
{xEXIO(X)~S, and o*(x)cS,}. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let S be an isolated invariant set. An index pair for S 
is a pair of compact sets (N, , N,) with N, c N, such that: 
(a) SC int(N,\N,) and cl(N,\N,) is an isolating neighborhood for S. 
(b) No is positively invariant in N,; i.e., given x E N, and 
x . [0, t] c N,, then x. [0, t] c N,. 
(c) N, is an exit set for N,; i.e., given XE N, and t, > 0 such that 
x . t, $ N,, there exists t, E [0, t,] for which x. t, E N,, and x. [0, to] c N,. 
Given an index pair, the Conley index of S is defined to be the 
homotopy type of the pointed space (N, /N,, [No]) obtained by identifying 
N, to a point. This homotopy index is denoted by h(S) and is well defined 
[S, 27, 301. For our purposes the homotopy version of the Conley index 
is too difficult to work with. Therefore we use the homology index, i.e., 
Cff,(S; F) = ff,(h(S); F) = ff,(N,IN,, CNol; F) = ff,(N,, No, FL (4.1) 
where F is a field. In our case we always use F = Z, and to simplify the 
notation, write CH,(S) = CH,(S; F). The last isomorphism in (4.1) does 
not hold in general. However, this isomorphism does exist if one is using 
Tech homology, as we see (Section 6). Also, it is shown in [27] that one 
can always construct a regular index pair in which case this isomorphism 
holds for singular homology as well. 
For problem (1.1) and (1.2) our main concern is the index of hyperbolic 
critical points, in which case one has the following standard result. If S is 
a hyperbolic fixed point with an unstable manifold of dimension k, then 
CH,(M(i)) z 
if n=k 
otherwise. 
We refer (in an abuse of notation) to the index of an invariant set with the 
above homology index as a Ck. 
An isolated invariant set can often be decomposed into invariant subsets. 
The simplest such decomposition consists of an attractor repeller pair, 
(A, A*), which is defined as follows. A c S is called an attractor if there 
exists a neighborhood U of A such that o( U n S) = A. Given an attractor, 
A, its dual repeller is A* = {XE Slw(x)n A = a}. Note that given an 
attractor repeller pair, (A, A*), if x E S, then x E A, x E A*, or x E C(A*, A). 
Furthermore, for every attractor repeller pair, (A, A*), of S there exists an 
index triple, (N,, N,, N,) such that: 
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(a) (N2, No) is an index pair for S. 
(b) (N2, N,) is an index pair for A*. 
(c) (N,, N,) is an index pair for A. 
If one uses regular index triples (see [27, 18]), or Tech homology, an index 
triple gives rise to a short exact sequence 
o- C(N,,N,)~ C(N,,N,)--j-, C(N,,N,)-0. 
(4.3) 
This in turn gives rise to the long exact sequence 
..’ - ff,(N,, NoI- HAN,, NoI- ffnw,, N,) 
++ H,~,(N,,N,)- . . . (4.4) 
This is essentially independent of the choice of index triple so we write 
... +Cz-z,(A)+CH,(S)+CH,(A*)~CH,~,(A)+ ... (4.5) 
8(A*, A) is called the flow-defined boundary map. It is easy to check that if 
S=A uA*, then CH,(S) = CH,(A)@CH,(A*). Therefore, if 8(A*, A)#O, 
then S # A u A* and hence, C(A*, A) # Qr. This simple fact is the basis of 
the connection matrix and of some of the results of this paper. It is, there- 
fore, important to realize that d(A*, A) is the connecting homomorphism 
for the triple (N2, N,, N,). For an explicit description of this homo- 
morphism see [20]. 
A partially ordered set, (P, > ), consists of a finite set P along with a 
strict partial order relation, >, which satisfies: 
(i) n> rc never holds for rc E K, and 
(ii) if rc > 7t’ and n’ > n”, then rc > rr” for all rc, n’, rc” E P. 
An interval in (P, > ) is a subset, Zc P, such that given rc, n’ E Z, if 
n > rc” > rt’ then rc” E I. The set of intervals in (P, > ) is denoted by I(P, > ) 
or just I if (P, >) is fixed. An interval Z with the additional property that 
given rr E Z, if rc > rt’, then n’ E Z, is called an attracting interval. The set of 
all attracting intervals is denoted by A = A(P, > ). An adjacent pair of 
intervals in (P, > ) is a pair (Z, J) of disjoint intervals satisfying: 
(i) ZUJEI; 
(ii) 71 E Z, rc’ E J imply rr % 7~‘. 
If (Z, J) is an adjacent pair of intervals, then we set ZJ= Zu .Z, and if 
{n, n’ } E I, then rc and n’ are said to be adjacent. 
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A Morse decomposition of an isolated invariant set S, M(S) = 
{M(~)I~E(PY >)I> is a collection of mutually disjoint isolated invariant 
subsets of S satisfying the following property. Given x E S, then x E M(rc) 
for some 7c E P or there exists rc, rc’ E P such that rc > rc’ and x E C(M(rc), 
M(rc’); N), where N is an isolating neighborhood of S. 
For ZE I, define 
Then M(Z) is an isolated invariant set, so h(M(Z)) is defined. We now want 
to construct a filtration of the space which gives index pairs for each of the 
M(Z). 
DEFINITION 4.2. An index fihation of M(S) is a collection of compact 
sets, N(S, (P, >))=N(S)= {N(I)IZeA(P, >)}, satisfying: 
(a) for each ZEA(P, >), (N(Z), N(G)) is an index pair for M(Z). 
(b) for each Z, JEA(P, >), N(Zn.Z)=N(Z)nN(.Z) and N(ZuJ)= 
N(Z) u N(J). 
If we let JE I, not necessarily an attracting interval, then there exists 
ZE A, such that (I, J) is an adjacent pair of intervals and Z.ZE A. One can 
now check that (N(Z.Z), N(Z)) is an index pair for M(J). In [18] it is shown 
that one can choose a regular index filtration with the property that 
CH,(M(J)) z C,(N(ZJ), N(Z)) for every JE I. 
We now construct an index filtration for M(S). This construction follows 
that of [lo] with a minor modification due to the fact that we need 
estimates on the diameters of the sets in the filtration. For any ZE A, 
(M(Z), M(P\Z)) is an attractor-repeller pair for S. Thus we have a 
corresponding index triple which we denote by (N, N,, N,). 
For each rr E P, let 
DIE= (7d.A int(N,\ N,) n n int(N\ N,). 
R&lGA 
Note that D, is an isolating neighborhood for each M(rc). Let D,(E,) c D, 
also be an isolating neighborhood for M(n) with the added condition; 
if XE DJE,), then d(x, M(X))<&,. Fix the values of {E,). Define 
E, = {x E NI 3 > 0 such that x . [0, t] c N and x. t E D,(E,)} and 
NV) = N\(U n.PJL). Let NIZI) = No. It is shown in [lo] that 
N(S)= {N(Z)IZEA} is an index filtration for the Morse decomposition 
M(S). 
505!94!2-II 
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Given an adjacent pair of intervals (Z, J), (M(Z), M(J)) forms an 
attractor-repeller pair in M(Z.Z) which gives rise to the long exact sequence 
. . . CH,(M(Z)) + CH,(M(Z.z)) + CH,(M(J)) 
r?(J,I) CH,p ,(M(Z)) + . . . . (4.7) 
Now consider the graded vector space OrreP CH,(M(p)) and a linear 
map 
A: 0 CH,(M(n))-, @ CH,(M(z)). 
7CGP nEP 
Given ZEI, let CA(Z)- OREI CH*(M(x)). A can be written as a matrix of 
maps {A(Tc, TC’)}, where A(Tc, 71’): CH,(M(n)) -+ CH,(M(n’)). Let 
44 4 = (4~ n’)),,,, n,t., 
be a submatrix of A and abbreviate A(Z) = A(Z, I). Assume that A satisfies 
the following three properties: 
If rc $ rc’ then A(q n’)=O (strict upper triangularity). (4.8) 
471, n’)ff,,(n) = H,- ,(n’) (degree - 1 map). (4.9) 
doA= (boundary map). (4.10) 
It is not difficult to show that for every ZE I, A(Z) 0 A(Z) = 0, so for each ZE I 
we have a chain complex (CA(Z), A(Z)). Let HA(Z) denote the homology of 
(CA(Z), A(Z)). With the obvious injection and projection the following 
sequence is exact for any adjacent pair of intervals (Z, J): 
0 -+ CA(Z) + CA(ZJ) + CA(J) + 0. (4.11) 
It follows that there is a long exact homology sequence 
. ..HA.(Z)+ HA,(M(ZJ))+ HA,(M(J))+ HA,-,(M(Z))+ . . . . (4.12) 
DEFINITION 4.4. A is a connection matrix if, in addition to satisfying 
(4.8 ), (4.9), and (4.10), for each ZEI there is an isomorphism 
@(I): HA(Z) + CH(M(Z)) such that 
(i) for rc E P, a(z) : HA(x) = CH(M(n)) + CH(M(n)) is the identity, 
and 
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(ii) the following diagram commutes for every adjacent pair of 
intervals (ZJ). 
. + HA(Z) -+ fzd(ZJ) -+ HA(J) + HA(Z) + .. . 
Q(I) 
1 
@(fJ) 
I 
a(J) 
I 
@(f) 
I 
. . . + CH*(M(Z)) -5 CH*(M(ZJ)) -f; CH*(M(J)) r, CH*(M(Z)) -+ ‘. . . 
(4.13) 
Here the top row is 4.12 and the bottom row is 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.5 (Franzosa [9]). Given a Morse decomposition there exists 
at least one connection matrix. 
Remark 4.6. If {rc} = Z and {n’} = .Z, then (4.12) reduces to (4.5), i.e., 
the map A(rc, rc’) = a(rc, n’), the flow-defined boundary map. Thus the 
connection matrix contains restrictions on these maps. 
In later sections we make use of the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Franzosa [9]). Zf 7c and 7~’ are adjacent elements of P and 
A(z, n’) # 0, then C(M(z), M(+)) # a. 
THEOREM 4.8 (McCord [16]). Let M(S)= {M(l), M(O)/ 1 >O} be a 
Morse decomposition consisting of hyperbolic critical points. Assume for 
i = 0, 1, that 
CH,(M(i)) z 
if n=k+l 
otherwise. 
Furthermore, let C(M( l), M(0)) consist of exactly q heteroclinic orbits which 
arise as the transverse intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds of 
M(0) and M( 1 ), respectively. Then A( 1,0) = q mod 2. 
5. DYNAMICS 
In this section we describe the dynamics on the global attractor 
generated by (1.1) and (1.2). We begin by discussing the existence of criti- 
cal points as a function of the parameter value, q > 0. We then prove that 
there exists a global compact attractor and conclude with a discussion of 
the dynamics on this attractor. 
LEMMA 5.1. The constant solutions (0, c(), (0, p), and (0,6) are station- 
ary solutions for all values of n > 0. Furthermore, h((0, LX)) - h((0, /I)) - Co. 
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Proof That the constant solutions (0, LX), (0, /I), and (0,6) are 
stationary solutions for all values of q > 0 is obvious; thus it is sufficient 
to show that (0, c() and (0, /I) are linearly stable. In particular, we need to 
show that re 1~ 0 if ;1 satisfies the linearized equations 
wxx-(v~+~‘(qo))q= -2P 
Pxx = Aq, 
(5.1) 
where q0 is c( or /I. Following the same argument as in Lemma 3.1 and 
setting A = a + bi, we obtain 
ru(qx,4~)+{v(u2+b2)+aa’(q,))(q,~)+a(p,,~,)=0 
and 
b{rl(q.x, 9x) +o’(q,Kq, 4)- CP,~, P,>> =O. 
From the first equation and the fact that o’(q,,) > 0 we see that a < 0. If 
a = 0, then b = 0. But for a = b = 0, there is no nontrivial solution to (5.1) 
satisfying (1.2). 1 
We remark that the proof of Lemma 5.1 also shows that: 
LEMMA 5.2. If the eigenvulues of (5.1) cross the imaginary axis, then 
they do so through the origin. 
To prove Lemma 5.4, we need the following result from [28]. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose 
L(r/)z - rjN(z, z) = 0 (5.2) 
is given, where L and N are a linear and a nonlinear operator. Assume z = 0 
is a solution and that the operator L, = L( no) has zero us a simple eigenvalue. 
Rewrite (5.2) in the form 
L,z+(zL,+ . ..)z-(n.,+z)N(z,z)=O, 
where z = n -no and the dots denote terms of higher order in z. Suppose $,, 
and +$ are the eigenfunctions of L, and L,* (the udjoint operator of L,), 
namely, 
LclII/o=O and L,**,* =o, 
satisfying (tJrO, ll/z)= 1. Then, the critical eigenvulue n(n) (the eigenvulue 
which is zero at no) satisfies 
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LEMMA 5.4. The eigenvalues 2 of 
L ; = 0 ( vpx,y -wxx+~‘(@q CL P PX.Y > 0 9 (5.3) 
with the boundary conditions (1.2) cross the origin of the complex ;1 plane 
from left to right at q = -a’(6)/(nn)2 as we decrease q (we denote these 
values of u] by qO). Furthermore, the zero eigenvalues are simple. 
Prooj In our case L,, and L, are given by 
Solving L,(G) = 0 with the boundary conditions (1.2), we obtain as the 
eigenfunction 
The adjoint operator of L, is 
with the boundary conditions 
u,(O) = 0, u,(l)=0 
v,(O) = 0, v24(1)+v(1)=0. 
The eigenfunction for L,* is given by 
Therefore, A’(q,) = -(mc)‘/v. Hence, I cross the origin of the A-complex 
plane from left to right with positive real speed. 
To show that the eigenvalue crossing the origin is simple, it needs to be 
demonstrated that both the algebraic and the geometric multiplicities are 
one. To prove that the geometric multiplicity is one, we diagonalize (5.1) 
to find that the eigenvector is expressed as 
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From this explicit representation, we see that the geometric multiplicity is 
one. In the case of the algebraic multiplicity it is enough to show that 
($, $*) #O, since (M(L--A)*)l = (B(L-A)), where JV and 9 are the 
nullspace and range, respectively. In our case $*, the eigenvector of the 
adjoint of (L-A), is given by 
VA +<I(10 - E)
~*=(l(i:--‘lo)+“of 
v;l. +52(ro -El 
A(& -Y/ )+ w’ > 
x ( 
-(vA+o’+4,)cosJ-s,cos J-b\ (vA+cr’+~,)c0s,/-5,c0sJ& I’ 
where E = -(q - no) and 
t1 = [vl+~‘(6)+~(v~+a’(6))*--~*(~o-~)l/(2(rlo-~)), 
t2 = [VA + d(6) - &t + a’(s))* - 4i1*(q, -~)]/(2(qo - E)). 
So it is easy to show that the above condition is satisfied for v near qo. [ 
PROPOSITION 5.5. rf GE C3, o’(6) ~0, and o”‘(6) >O, then there is a 
supercritical pitchfork bifurcation at q = -,o’(6)/(nn)*. 
Proof We use the center manifold theorem to show that the bifurcation 
at q = -a’(8)/(m)* is a super critical pitchfork bifurcation. Since, we have 
simple eigenvalues crossing the origin as we change v], (p, q)T can be 
expressed as 
(P, q)T=SIC/ +.Y, 
where X = span($) @ Y and y E Y. Now s$ and y satisfy 
s’ = A(&).9 + PN(srl/ + y), 
y’ = (I- P)Ay + (I- P)N($ +y), 
E’ = 0, 
where A(E) = O(E), A’(0) > 0, and P is the projection operator to $, namely, 
Pu = 
s 
; $*u dx. 
In our problem the relevant nonlinear term Nis 
N= ~“‘(Sk2 
( 2 
+ cJ”‘(6)q3 
p+U(q4) . 
3! > 
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Following Carr [3], we obtain the equation 
where c+, a”, and a”’ are evaluated at 6. Therefore, since a”’ > 0, we have 
a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Zf a(u+b)/u<d(b) for c(-66uQB-6 except at 
u = 0 (the condition in [31]), then there is no secondary bifurcation along the 
stationary solutions bifurcating from (0,6). 
ProofI It is enough to show that the eigenvalues of the linearized 
system about the bifurcating solutions do not cross the imaginary axis. 
Denote the stationary solution by (p,, 4). Then it satisfies 
P, = 0, v4.t - dq,) = 0, 4x0) = 0, qi(l)=O. 
So qS is the steady state solution of the parabolic equation. The proof that 
the eigenvalues do not cross the imaginary axis is the same as Lemma 5.1. 
Also, the condition in this proposition guarantees that zero is not an eigen- 
value (Theorem 3 in [31]). Therefore, there is no secondary bifurcation 
from the nonconstant stationary solution. 1 
Remark 5.7. Assume for the moment that h((O,6)) -Z’ for r] > 
- a’(6)/n2, then by repeated use of Proposition 5.5 the index of (0,6) is 
computable for all values of q > 0. Furthermore, one knows the indices of 
all stationary solutions which arise as bifurcations from (0,6). Proposi- 
tion 5.6 guarantees that no secondary bifurcations can occur along these 
nonconstant stationary solutions. Therefore, Theorem B is proven once it is 
established that h((0, 6)) -C’ for q > -a’(6)/~*. This last step is done 
indirectly using the connection matrix, but first we need to show that 
system (1.1) has a global compact attractor. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let Q(q) denote the set of equilibrium for (1.1) and 
(1.2) for a fixed value of q. Then 
lim distA(p(t), q(t)), Q(q)) = 0. 
,+a 
Proof: By Lemma 2.6, E acts as a Lyapunov function for (1.1) and 
(1.2). Furthermore, we have a compact semigroup, and hence, the LaSalle 
invariance principle (as stated in [ 121) applies. l 
By our results on the set of stationary solutions, it is clear that Q(q) 
is a bounded set. Therefore, Proposition 5.7 and the fact that we have a 
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compact semigroup implies that there exists R,>O such that for all R> R,, 
there exists a t(R) for which B, z(R) c B,. From this one can conclude 
that (1.1) and (1.2) have a global compact attractor, A, and hence, we have 
proven Theorem C. For more details see [ 15, Proof of Proposition 3.11. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let r] > -o’(6)/rr2; then there are exactly three 
stationary solutions, A = (0, a), B= (0, b), and C= (0,6), and they form a 
Morse decomposition of A, the global attractor. By definition, the 
connection matrix is a linear map 
A:CH,(A)OCH,(B)@CH,(C) 
+CH,(A)@CH,(B)@CH,(C). 
By Lemma 5.1 this is equivalent to 
A:CH,(A)OCH,(B)OCH,(C) 
+ Cff,(A) 0 CH,(B) 0 CH,( C) 
which in turn simplifies to 
Now, the rank condition and Theorem 6.2 implies that 
kernel A, ~ z 
image A, 
2 z CH,(A) z UT,(A). 
The only possibility is that h(C) - C’. 
As remarked above, one now uses Proposition 5.5 to compute the indices 
of the stationary points for r] > 0. 1 
Before we can begin proving theorems about the global dynamics, we 
need to make the following simple observation. Define p*(x, t) =p( 1 - x, t) 
and q*(x, t) = q( 1 -x, t). 
LEMMA 5.9. Let (p, q) be a stationary solution of (1.1) and (1.2); then 
the following holds: 
(a) (p*, q*) is also a stationary solution of (1.1) and (1.2). 
(b) WA 4) = E(p*, q*). 
(cl C((P, q), (P*, 4*)) = c((P*, 4*x (A 4)) = !a 
Proof The proof of (a) and (b) follows from a simple change of 
variables and the fact that for a stationary solution p =O. Part (c) holds 
since E decreases along solutions. 1 
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Remark. This “symmetry” does not hold in general for nonstationary 
solutions to (1.1) and (1.2) because of the asymmetry of the boundary 
conditions on p. 
LEMMA 5.10. For q > -a(6)/7~*, the connection matrix is 
Proof From the proof of Lemma 5.6 and the notation from Section 1, 
we know that 
0 0 A(~(l),~(O+)) 
A= 0 0 A(M(l),M(O-)) 
0 0 0 
Since A is a global compact attractor, it is connected. This implies, by 
Lemma 59(c), that C(M( l), M(0’)) # 0. But, M(0’) are attractors, and 
hence, C(M(l), M(0’)) arise as the transverse intersection of the stable 
and unstable manifolds of M( 1) and M(0’ ). Since M( 1) has a 
l-dimensional unstable manifold, C(M( l), M(0’)) consists of unique 
trajectories. Thus the result follows by Theorem 4.8. 1 
LEMMA 5.11. Assume that for -a’(6)/(m)* < ‘I < -a’(d)/((n - 1)7c)2, 
the connection matrix takes the form 
i 
0 A, 0 ... 0 
0 A2 
A,,= 0 :, ! A, 0 
where 
A~:CH&I4(k+))@CH&M(k)-)+CfI_,(M(k-l+)) 
@CH,-,(M(k- 1V)) 
for k = 1, . . . . n - 1 is given by 
A,= 
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and 
is given by 
1 
A,, = 0 1 
Then, for v] E (a’(d)/(n~)~ -E, -a’(a)/(n7~)~) 
0 B, 0 ... 0 
A,,= 
where 
(i) Bk=Akfork=l,...,n-1, 
(ii) B,: CH,(M(n+)) @ CH,(M(K)) + CH+,(M(n- 1 +)) 0 
CH,-,(M(n - 1V)) is given 
(iii) B,, 1 . ’ CH,+l(M(n+ 1)) + CH,(M(n+))@CH,(M(n-)) is gioen 
by 
1 
B lItI= 0 1 . 
Proof. By Proposition 5.5, the stationary solution (0,6) undergoes a 
pitchfork bifurcation at 9 = -a’(s)/(n~)~. This is a local bifurcation and 
hence M({O’, l+,...,n-l’}) remains a Morse set with the same connec- 
tion matrix. This means that for k = 0, . . . . n - 1, A, = B,. For E sufficiently 
small B, + 1 is determined by the dynamics of the pitchfork bifurcation, thus 
one only needs to check that 
B, = 
But this follows from the fact that A 0 A = 0. 1 
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LEMMA 5.12. The connection matrix remains unchanged over the interval 
a’(4 -y,<v< - a’(6) 
(nn) ((n- 1)7r)2’ 
Proof: We begin by observing that 
0 A, 
0 0 A, 
0 
A,,= 
i .I 
. . 
All 
0 
where for k = 1, . . . . n - 1, 
or equivalently, A,: Z, @ Z, -+ Z, @ Z,. Similarly A,,: Z, -+ Z,. Now 
CH,(A) z ker A,,Jdim A, + 1 x0 for kb 1. Thus, if dimkerA,=2 then 
rank Ak+, = 2. Similarly, if for any k, the rank of A, is even or the dimen- 
sion of the kernel of A, is even, then rank and kernel are even dimensional 
for all k. But A,: Z, + Z, which is odd dimensional. Therefore, for all k, 
rank Ak = 1 and the dimension of the kernel of A, is 1. 
Now assume that for some value of q, E(M(k’)) = E(M(k - 1’)). Then 
A, = 0, that is, rank A, is even. Thus 
E(M(k’))#E(M(k- 1’)) (5.4) 
for all r] in the interval. 
At v] = - a’(6)/((n - 1 )x)’ - E, we have a Morse decomposition 
cdtC(S)= {M(k’) 1 k=O,...,n-l)uM(n) 
with the ordering 
n>n-l*> ... >l+ >O*. 
(5.4) implies that this ordering continues across the interval. In fact, both 
n>n-l+>n--lF> . ..>l+>lV>o+>o-- (5.5) 
and 
n>n-l->n-l+> . ..>O->O+ (5.6) 
are admissible orderings. 
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We can now apply a result of [ 18, Corollary 3.10 and Definition 2.141 or 
[32] to conclude that 
A,, = TiiT-I, 
where 3 is of the form in Lemma 5.11 and T is a degree 0 isomorphism that 
is upper triangular with respect to the total orderings (5.5) and (5.6). Of 
course, this implies that T = Z, the identity matrix and hence 
A,=d. 
Proof of Theorem D. Starting with Lemma 5.10, and the inducting via 
Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, one can conclude that for -a’(s)/(n~)~ 61~ 
-~‘(6)/((n - l)n)*, the connection matrix takes the form described in 
Lemma 5.11. Now apply Theorem E. 1 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM E 
The importance of Theorem E is that it takes algebraic infirmation 
(entries of the connection matrix) and produces a geometric result (the 
existence of a connecting orbit). Thus for its proof one needs to find 
geometric realizations of the algebraic objects defined by the index and 
connection matrix. In our opinion, the Tech homology seems to be the 
most natural approach (see [7]). Since this theory is based on inverse 
limits, one needs, in general, to worry about convergence. However, the 
connection matrix theory as we have presented it is based on field coef- 
ficients; thus there exists a dual theory (in the sense of vector spaces), 
namely, Tech cohomology, which arises as a direct limit. Since the direct 
limit exists, by duality the inverse limit exists, and therefore, there is no loss 
of generality in using the homology theory. In addition, since homology is 
a covariant theory, the homology maps go in the same “direction” as the 
flow and from this perspective makes homology more attractive. 
Let N be a compact subset of X and let U” = { ZJ; 11 E A} be a finite E 
covering of N, i.e., diam( U;,) < E. Recall that an n-simplex v: = 
uJEAo, q, “‘> ug> where fi U;, = @. Using these simplices one can 
generate an abstract simplicial homology theory for every E > 0. The 
Tech homology is obtained by taking the inverse limit as E + 0 of these E 
homologies. Recall how a map f: N + N induces a map f, : H,(N) + 
H,(N). Since f is continuous, f ~ ‘( U’) defines a new open covering on N, 
and hence, a new simplicial complex. Of course f is a simplicial map on 
these complexes, and hence, f, : H,(N) -+ H,(N) is well defined. 
Remark 6.1. In our case, we are concerned with flow-defined maps on 
(N, N’), an index pair. Obviously, given our flow a,(x) = @(x, t) we 
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expect that Q,(N) d N. Thus we begin with a technical remark with the 
intention of redefining Qt in such a way as to eliminate this problem. From 
[27, Section 53 there exists a function g: N + [0, 11 such that: 
g(x)=lox.[O,co)cN and o(x) = s, 
g(x)=OoxcN’, 
for t > 0, O<g(x)< 1, x.[O, t]cN-g(x.t)<g(x). 
From this it follows that if we define N, = gP ‘( [0, ~1) for 0 < E < 1, then 
(N, NzP) is also an index pair for S. Define 
{ 
1 g(x) 2 2P 
dx) = &)IP - 1 c<g(x)G2p 
0 g(x) $ P. 
Nowdefine !PR+xN-+Nby 
Y(t, x) = @(cp(x)t, x). 
Note that this makes Y, an open map for any t >O. Furthermore, 
(Y,(N), NJ is an index pair for S. We now have a flow-defined 
map Y’,: (N, NzP) -+ (Y,(N), NzP) such that by [27, Theorem 5.101 
‘Y,* : H,(N, N,,) + H,( Y,(N), NIP) is an isomorphism. 
Let S be an isolated invariant set. Define A + (S) = {x 1 w(x) c S} and 
A-(S)= {xIo*(x)cS}. A ssume that [a] E CNJS). Define 
a.t=pp. 
By Remark 6.1, for a fixed t >O, if one chooses E sufficiently small then 
[a] = [a. t] E C%!,(S). Furthermore, of one fixes 6 > 0, then for any v; 
there exists a t >O such that vi. r c N,, the exit set for S, or 
v”, .r c B,(A -(S)). Since {vz} is finite, for a given 6 one can choose t such 
that a. t c N, u B,(A -(S)). The importance of this observation is that it 
allows us to choose generators of CH,(S) arbitrarily close to A I. 
Proof of Theorem E. We begin by remarking that since k and k - 1 are 
adjacent under >, 
d(k, k - 1) = d(k, k - 1). 
This implies that given [aJ E CH,(M(k)), 
d(k, k- l)[a,] = [i&~3,oj;‘(a,)]. 
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We now construct an appropriate collection of generators ak. Let 
Zk denote the minimal element of I such that (0, . . . . k} c I. Let JE A such 
that Z,UJEA. Let {U;,IAEA} be an E covering of /(M(K))n 
cl(N(I,J)\N(J)) such that U;, n A-(M(K)) # @ for all 1, E A. Let 
age C”(M(K)), i.e., a$ = C, v:?, where vz is a simplex made up of elements 
of {VIAEA}. Let 
D(K,O)=d(l,O)oA(2, l)o ... od(K-l,K-2)od(K,K-1) 
=a(l,o)oq2,1)0 ... od(K- 1, K-2)08(K, K-l). 
By assumption, for E sufficiently small, there exists a> such that 
D(K, O)[a",l = [ai] # 0. 
We now obtain an explicit description of a;. Let 
Clearly, ai =C,, v”, for some collection iv”,}, thus ai-, = C,, akvf,. Since 
we are only interested in [a”,- i] E CH”,(M(k- l)), we can without 
loss of generality assume that a; ~, = C, pi, where PLE, n cl(N(Z,- i u J)\ 
N((Z,- i\ { k - 1 }) u J)) # @ but & is an element of the set of simplices 
defined by (a,v;}. Repeating this process inductively, we obtain 
Since [a;] #O as an element of CH;(M(O)), there exists v”, such that 
v;nA+(M(O))#@. But v;n/(M(K))#!Z, also. Thus, dist(A-((M(K)) 
n N, A + (M(0)) n N) < E. But E can be taken to be arbitrarily small; 
therefore A-(M(K))nA+(M(O))#/ZI, i.e., C(M(K), M(O);N)#@. 
The remaining step is to show that given p > 0, there exists an orbit from 
M(K) to M(0) which passes within a distance p of the Morse set M(k), 
k = 1, . . . . K- 1. For this we refer the reader to the discussion in Section 4 
concerning the construction of the index filtration. In particular, by 
choosing D, and then E, appropriately, one can guarantee that for any 
index pair (N, L) of M(n), cl(N\L) is contained in a p neighborhood of 
M(X). Thus, aK must lie arbitrarily close to M(z). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A be a global compact attractor in a Banach space, 
then 
ffn(A; F)= 
F if n=O 
o otherwise. 
Proof. Let a E Z”,(A); i.e., a is a sum of n simplices obtained from an E 
covering of A and aa = 0. Since A is compact, the convex hull of A, co A, 
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is also compact. However, co A is contractible; hence, there exists a 
h E Cz + 1(co A) such that 8b = a. Again by compactness, there exists t > 0 
such that b. t lies in an &/3 neighborhood of A. Therefore, a is homotopic 
to a boundary element and hence [a] = 0 E H;(A). Of course this is 
independent of E, and therefore we have the desired result. 1 
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